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ABOUT HUB HEALTH

HUB HEALTH  

Mission Statement 
 
Hub Health is Boston magazine’s guide to living well. 
Through engaging, accurate, and up-to-the-minute 
content, Hub Health has its finger on the pulse of 
what’s happening in Boston’s health, wellness, 
medical, and fitness scenes. Hub Health is Boston’s 
go-to guide for daily digital health and wellness 
news and in-depth monthly print articles.
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BY 
Caroline Hatano, Courtney Hollands,  

Brittany Jasnoff, Melissa Malamut, Loren Savini,  
and Rachel Slade

P HO T O G RA P H S BY
Adam DeTour

TRY 
The custom facial 
at Ocean House’s 

12,000-square-
foot spa.

Page 76

From historical properties to  
contemporary seaside escapes, New England  
has no shortage of resorts with first-rate spas.  

We hit the road in search of the very best to  
help you laugh at winter in style.

12THE TOP

SPA ESCAPES
IN NEW ENGLAND
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AUDIENCE

Our Hub Health program attracts an expansive audience of engaged, 
educated adults in the Greater Boston area

AN AUTHORITATIVE PLATFORM: 
•  80% of readers find health and medicine related 

content in Boston magazine to be authoritative 
•  71% took action as a result of Boston magazine’s 
coverage on health and medicine

•  Approximately 1 in every 2 readers took action as 
a result of ads in Boston magazine for healthcare 
services

•   Boston magazine readers are 25% more likely than 
the market to plan a cosmetic surgery or other 
procedure in the next 12 months

•  51,000 Boston magazine readers are planning 
hospital stays in the next year

•  27,249 Boston magazine readers have children under 
the age of six in the household

•  70%  say the ads on bostonmagazine.com have 
influenced a purchase

Source: MMR Subscriber Study, 2011, Media Audit Jul – August 2013

•  Print magazines rank #1 or #2 in reaching influential 
consumers

•  Magazine media readers are the most active consumers
•  Print magazines excel in reaching influential consumers 

in healthcare
•  Magazine media advertising is #1 in driving consumer 

healthcare actions
•  Heavy print readers are the most informed and engaged 

healthcare/pharma customers

Source: Magazine Media Factbooks 2015; MPA The Association of Magazine Media



PARTNERS

Boston magazine’s Hub Health program is a leader in the Boston health 
marketplace through a variety of our efforts.  Our clients rely on our 
media products, including Boston magazine and bostonmagazine.com, 
to generate awareness of their brand and services.  Through in-book, 
high-impact ad placement and integration of content and brand on 
our website, these partners reach an educated and affluent audience 
of more than a million adults who are invested in their health and 
wellness.  In addition, Boston magazine lends its influence and support 
to a number of organizations through media sponsorships and cause-
marketing programs.

PARTNERS LIST: 
• Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center

• Blue Cross Blue Shield

• Boston Children’s Hospital

• Brigham and Women’s Hospital

• Dana Farber Cancer Institute

• Harvard Pilgrim Health Care

• Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary

• Massachusetts General Hospital

• New England Baptist Hospital

• New England Eye Center/Devonshire Center

• Partners HealthCare

• Steward Health Care

• Tufts Medical Center

BOSTON MAGAZINE SUPPORTS THE 
FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS THROUGH  
IN-KIND MEDIA THROUGHOUT THE YEAR: 
• American Heart Association

• Boston Bakes for Breast Cancer

• Boston Children’s Hospital

• Family Reach

• Friends of Dana-Farber

• Leukemia & Lymphoma Society

• Spaulding Rehabilitation Hospital

• Stand Up to Lung Cancer

TESTIMONIAL: 
“Boston Children’s Hospital Trust has been partnering 
with Boston magazine since 2012 through a number of 
programs.  During our partnership, the Boston magazine 
team has been a tremendous supporter of Boston 
Children’s Hospital Trust.  The most recent partnership  
has included Boston Children’s Trust being the sole 
beneficiary of the annual Design Home project. In 
addition, the Trust has benefited tremendously from the 
promotional support that Boston magazine has provided 
for our annual fundraising events. Through the efforts of 
Boston magazine and their staff the hospital has been 
able to raise significant funds to benefit sick children from 
all over the globe who come to  Boston Children’s Hospital 
to receive the best care in the world.”

- Michael Bornhorst 
 DIRECTOR, CORPORATE INITIATIVES,  
 BOSTON CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL TRUST
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IN BOOK

Our Hub Health editorial team delivers to our audience on 
a monthly basis medical/health/fitness information in the 
pages of Boston magazine through a balance of both in-depth 
feature articles and short and informative health “snapshots.” 
Our editorial content will feature local medical breakthroughs, 
everyday healthy living recommendations, and much more.  

ISSUE HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE: 
• Three issues each year (January, October, December) feature in-depth  
 articles focusing on health and wellness. 

• Each issue, our Hub Health team highlights a health and wellness  
    related issue in our “News & Culture” section. 
 
[SEE PAGE 8 FOR FULL EDITORIAL SCHEDULE] 

SPECIAL SECTIONS: 
In addition to our editorial coverage, we work with freelancers in the marketplace 
to write special content focused sections, providing our clients the opportunity to 
position their ad within relevant content, and in some cases benefit from direct 
advertorial coverage. 

THE SECTIONS PLANNED FOR 2016 INCLUDE:

Healthy 2016 Guide  [JANUARY] 

Heart Health  [FEBRUARY] 

RejuvenateYour Look  [MARCH] 

Cosmetic Surgery  [MAY] 

Healthy Summer Guide  [JUNE] 

Cosmetic Enhancements [JULY]

Fall Fitness  [SEPTEMBER] 

Women’s Health  [OCTOBER] 

Men’s Health  [NOVEMBER] 

151 BOSTON | DECEMBER 2014

MEDICAL 
PROFILES

Dr. Jeffrey Darrow MD, FACS, is a cosmetic 
plastic surgeon specializing in facial cosmetic 
surgery and body contouring surgery. He has 
practiced at the prestigious Boston Center, 
an exclusive private cosmetic surgery center, 
for more than 20 years.  Dr. Darrow is Board 
Certified in Plastic Surgery, and is a diplomat 
of the American Society of Plastic Surgeons 
and the American Society of Aesthetic Plastic 
Surgeons—a mark of distinction in cosmetic 
surgery. Dr. Darrow completed three years of 
Plastic Surgery training at the University of 
Southern California, and spent an additional 
year exclusively performing cosmetic surgery 
prior to entering practice.

Dr. Darrow’s expertise and focus is on the 
full spectrum of cosmetic plastic surgery 
procedures, including minimal incision 
facelifts, vertical facelifts, neck lifts, eyelid 
rejuvenation, and rhinoplasty surgery, as well 
as breast surgery by augmentation or breast 
lift, and body contouring and sculpturing 
by liposuction, abdominoplasty, mommy 
makeovers, and arm lifts.

Dr. Darrow and his office staff pride 
themselves on providing warm and personal 
care to each patient.  Patient safety is 
paramount and Dr. Darrow uses state-of-
the-art surgical techniques in Boston’s most 
advanced cosmetic surgery center to deliver 
optimum results in the safest environment for 
his United States and international patients.  

Dr. Darrow regularly attends top national 
medical meetings keeping current on 
the latest plastic surgery advances and 
incorporates them into his practice only after 
they are clearly safe and effective. A primary 
tenant of Dr. Darrow’s medical practice 
is to guide and educate patients to avoid 
treatments which are not realistic, reliable, 
or safe.

Every patient who receives care from Dr. 
Darrow can be assured that their treatment 
will be specifically tailored to their specific 
needs and desires, with the goal of delivering 
exceptional, balanced, and natural look.

Dr. Jeffrey Darrow, MD, F.A.C.S.

The Boston Center
617.267.0710  |  DarrowCosmeticSurgery.com
darrowjm@massmed.org 

S P E C I A L  A D V E RT I S I N G  S E C T I O N

COSMETIC & AESTHETIC PLASTIC SURGERY

s p e c i a l  a d v e r t i s i n g  s e c t i o n

MEDICAL PROFILES

With a legacy of consistent top notch  
care and advances, Boston area 
doctors are committed to ensuring the 
needs of all types of patients are met.  
With so many medical professionals 
accessible, it can become difficult to find 
the ideal match for your unique set of 
circumstances.  Consider your options 
carefully while enjoying a closer look at 
several medical leaders and specialists 
in our region on the following pages. 

FEATURING:

Dr. Jeffrey Darrow MD, FACS

Dr. Lawrence A. Starr, MD, FACP

Dr. Jeannie Chung, MD
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DIGITAL CAPABILITIES

Following Boston magazine’s tradition of 50 
years of excellence in the publishing industry, 
our digital assets feature authoritative 
journalism, insider information, and thought-
provoking coverage of the Greater Boston 
area. Online and in our twice weekly Hub 
Health e-newsletter, our editors publishs 
fresh, daily content and helpful guides, 
ranging from healthy and seasonal recipes 
to medical advancements and research from 
Boston’s leading medical institutions. 

Viewed by over 1 million unique visitors per 
month, bostonmagazine.com is the online and 
mobile-friendly choice for thriving Bostonians. 
Bostonmagazine.com’s Hub Health section covers a 
myriad of topics including fitness, research, nutrition, 
wellness, hospitals, and top doctors—providing 
content relevant to a vast audience. Our clients, 
wishing to reach our health-minded audience, have a 
number of opportunities to align their brand with our 
content including:. 

• Hub Health Blog

• Twice weekly Hub Health e-newsletter  
 (20,436 subscribers)

• Online ad placement including a roadblock of  
 our Health section 

• Rich media ad units (sliding billboards, expandables,  
 hover units, etc.)

• Sweepstakes/contests

• Content Marketing

• Custom Interactive Tools

• Exclusive Mobile Opportunities
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CUSTOM HUB HEALTH PROGRAMS

Boston magazine is fully equipped to create custom programs 

for our clients. Through these programs we can drive awareness, 

create interest and generate brand endorsements

HEALTH HERO CHALLENGE:

As a leading hub in the health and wellness field, Boston is booming with 

opportunities for individuals to live healthy and thrive. The Health Hero 

Challenge program invites the public to tell us who is leading the way in 

making Boston a healthier place to live, work, and play.  
 

The campaign is divided into three phases. First, the public is invited to 

nominate individuals who had an impact on their health and the health of the 

community by asking themselves, “Who inspires you to live healthy?” Once 

nominations are in and the semi-finalists are chosen by our Hub Health team, 

the community has four weeks to vote for the final Health Heroes. After the 

four finalists are chosen, the last round of voting begins, determining Boston’s 

Health Hero. The winner is announced to the community live at an exclusive 

celebration hosted by Boston magazine and broadcast over social media. 

QUARTERLY HUB HEALTH EVENTS 

Each quarter, Boston magazine partners with leading health organizations/

institutions in the Greater Boston area to host a healthy night out. For one 

night (4 times a year), we invite 150-200 men and women to relax in a fun-

filled environment with their friends, family, and coworkers, while learning 

about relevant health and wellness trends. Guests enjoy a cocktail/hors 

d’oeuvres reception followed by a panel or information session on a hot health 

topic, such as mindful eating, stress management tools, work-life balance, and 

getting fit safely. In addition to these activities and meeting our senior health 

editor, guests gain access to leaders in the medical industry who are invited to 

share crucial advancements in the health and medical field. 
 

These intimate gatherings bring our health-focused readership in direct 

connection with our leading health partners. 
 

Sponsorship opportunities capitalize on this highly-coveted brand through 

several benefits including, but not limited to, in-book exposure, online visibility, 

onsite display, and product sampling.



P L A N N I N G  CA L E N DA R  &  C O N TACT  I N FO R M AT I O NPLANNING CALENDAR & CONTACT INFORMATION

TIMING EDITORIAL FOCUS SPECIAL SECTION
 

JANUARY
 Best of Boston Wellness Healthy 2016 Guide 

 Hub Health: Health Feature*

 

FEBRUARY 
Hub Health: Health Feature*

 
Heart Health 

 

MARCH Hub Health: Health Feature* Rejuvenate Your Look  

 

APRIL Hub Health: Health Feature*  

    

MAY Hub Health: Health Feature* Cosmetic Surgery  

 

JUNE Hub Health: Health Feature* Healthy Summer Guide  

 

JULY Hub Health: Health Feature* Cosmetic Enhancements  

 

AUGUST 
Hub Health: Health Feature*

 
    

 

SEPTEMBER Hub Health: Health Feature* Fall Fitness  

 

OCTOBER Health & Wellness Women’s Health  
Hub Health: Health Feature* 

 

NOVEMBER Hub Health: Health Feature* Men’s Health  

 

DECEMBER Annual Top Doctors Issue   
 Hub Health: Health Feature* 

For more information, please contact:
Kristen Standish I Publisher
kstandish@bostonmagazine.com I 617.262.7442

Reagan Driscoll I Senior Account Executive
rdriscoll@bostonmagazine.com I 617.275.2012

*News & Culture is a front of book section highlighting service features, including information on health and wellness.

Boston magazine will work with you to develop exclusive custom promotions


